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XVI. LANCAST:'~RLIBRARY LOCAL COLLEC'rION

by
GILLIAN WOODHOUSE (Rl<:FlmENCELIBRARIAN, LANCASTER LIBRARY)

Lancaster Library Local Collection is used by many dif
ferent people from those interested in their surroundin~s to
students undertaking research. It is in the care of Miss E.
Walmesley, Lancaster Branch Librarian.

The collection is divided into four sections; Yorkshire,
Cumbria, Lancashire and Local which covers ten miles around
Lancaster. The first three sections are composed mainly of
books with a few hundred pamphlets. The collections are kept
UP to date by constantly adding new publications, but no attempt
is made to make them exhaustive. Recent additions include

Jessica Lofthouse's "Lancashire Villages" and A.C. Waltham's
"Limestone and Caves of North-West England". Dalesman Publica
tions are quite useful and the collections include Alan King's
"Early Pennine Settlement" and David Shotter's "Romans in
Lancashire".

The Local section is the most used. It includes not

only books on Lancaster but also books by local authors.
Included are G.M. Leather's "Roman Lancaster" and M.M. Scho

field's "Economic History of Lancaster 16;$0-1860". 'rhere are
also pamphlets, maps, cuttings, Acts of Parliament and manu
scripts. There are several tnousand pamphlets, many are
histories of churches, hospitals~ schools and railways. There
are also copies of several excavation reports including those
of Professor Richmond and Professors Droop and Newstead. Copies
of Contrebis and other local periodicals are kept. There are
two hundred maps covering the old City of Lancaster and many
for the surrounding district, thourh some areas are better
covered than others. They show at a glance how Lancaster has
grown in the last hundred years.

The manuscript room contains several thousand hand-written
documents, from the 16th century to the present day. Apart
from the fascination of the old documents, they are mainly
used by research workers and others studying a subject in depth.
There is also a useful collection of newspaper cuttings in
folders filed alphabetically by local topics. There are folders
on all the villages of the Lune Valley, trams, railways,
Williamson's, antiquities etc. The Lancaster Guardian is
searched every week and cuttings added to the files.

Perhaps the most used items in the collection are the
local newspapers which range from the Lancaster Gazette 1801
to the current Lancaster Guardian. An attempt is being made
to index these and the few years covered so far have proved
extremely useful.

This brief description, will, I hope, bring the Library
to the notice of those interested in local history. It is
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regretted that because of the difficulty of administering such
a complex collection, only the Lancashire and Yorishire sec
tions are on the shelves in the Reference Library, readily
available for the use of the public. It is regretted that the
material is not available for loan; much is rare or valuable
and many of-rhe books are out of print and unobtainable.
Should you require anything not on the shelves, the assistant
will bring the material to you in a short time.

XVII. GAZETTEER OF RECENT FINDS by A.J. WHITE

This gazetteer, the first part of which appeared in
Contrebis Vol. 11 No. 1, will be a regular feature. As well
as recent finds, older but unpublished finds and finds recorded
in rare publications will be noted. Yet again we invite
information from any source and all contributions will be
acknowledged.

Source, where not otherwise stated, Lancaster Museum records.

Borwick, Lancs.

Burrow-in-Lonsdale,
Lancs.

Carnforth, Lancs.

Carnforth, Lancs.

Carnforth, Lancs.

Samian and coarse ware found at Borwick
Hall c. 1873.

Two sherds of grey jars, later 2nd
century A.D. found near the river on
Yew Tree Farm, approx. SD611760.

Two Neolithic axes found on site of

Royal Station Hotel, SD497706, c.1890.
One now l~st, other probably Langdale
origin. Information: Cllr. W.L. Rigg

\ and loan Bolton-le-Sands.

Fifteen human skeletons, legs crossed
at thighs, ~ith enigmatic iron objects
(almost entirely rust) found in 1931,
200 yds. N. of Keer Bridge during road
widening. Bodies reinterred in Warton
churchyard.

Bronze, stone and iron? implements
including a quern, 'spinning wheel',
perforated stone axe, axes and a sword,
found in a 'chamber in the rock' at

Wegber Quarry, Capernwray, SD530724,
c.1883-4. (additional ref. The Anti
quary, 9, p. 139-40. 1884).

Claughton, Lancs.
(Lonsdale)

Square and circular enclosures on
Claughton Fell. 'Roman type querns'
found. Lonsdale Mag. vol. I p.431 (1820) •
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